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Dear Miss Fields,

Thank you for your letter and your kind words.I am glad that you have started
thinking about your dreams. It is a journey that some people never start, but those
who do, find it takes them to places that are hidden from conscious thought.

In your case, you sound like a forthright young lady who wishes to be true to herself,
and finds that this has brought you into some conflict with your family.While I am
flattered that you hold my abilities in such high regards, it must be confessed that
dreams are no more capricious than other natural phenomena and as such can only be
fully understood within the context of the setting that they emanate from. If, Miss
Fields you should take it upon yourself to visit Vienna, perhaps we might spend some
time, discussing the interesting riddles your dream presents, for example the name of
Miss Mildred Dowl. This riddle no doubt has an answer, but your dream has disguised
it so that it will not fall victim to your dream censor.

The fact that your family and your suitor present in the same seffing represents the
two sides to your conflict.As it is in a place unfamiliar to you I can only suppose that,
notwithstanding your forthrightness, you do not often find yourself in such conflict
with those dear to you. Both your family and suitor occupy places in the foreground
of the house ( the latter representing your psyche) , suggesting that both have
comparable emotional valency for you.The heat suggests the conflict is becoming
untenable.Your Italian friend 's brother pays lip service to the values of contemporary
America, but his hat betrays his true affiliations. It seems that this is tearing you in
two, and (thus breaking your heart), but that you yourself choose to bring this
unbearable situation to an end, thrilling though it is.

Of course, this is the dreamwork talking. At some level, your rational self will have to
decide how this correlates with your everyday life.

I wish you well. ( and that you retain your interest in your dreams)
Best regards,
Professor Si gmund Freud


